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Abstract

The maximum clique and minimum vertex cover problems are among Karp’s 21 NP-complete problems, and have numerous applications: in combinatorial auctions, for computing phylogenetic trees, to predict the structure of proteins, to analyse social networks, and so forth.

Currently, the best complete methods are branch & bound algorithms and rely largely on graph colouring to compute a bound.

We introduce a new approach based on SAT and on the “Conflict-Driven Clause Learning” (CDCL) algorithm. We propose an efficient implementation of Babel’s bound and pruning rule, as well as a novel dominance rule. Moreover, we show how to compute concise explanations for this inference. Our experimental results show that this approach is competitive and often outperforms the state of the art for finding cliques of maximum weight.

1 Introduction

A clique of a graph is a subset of vertices whose induced subgraph is complete. Finding a clique of maximum weight has numerous applications. For instance computing a maximum set of characters defining a perfect phylogeny is akin to solving a maximum clique problem [Day and Sankoff, 1986]. Similarly, predicting the structure of a protein [Samudrala and Moult, 1998], or computing maximum error-detection codes [MacWilliams and Sloane, 1978] can all be seen as finding a maximum weighted clique in a graph.

As a result, a wide range of algorithms and heuristics have been proposed for tackling the maximum clique problem [Bomze et al., 1999]. There are relatively fewer algorithms for the weighted version, and even fewer complete algorithms. State of the art complete approaches are often based on branch & bound, sometimes used within a Russian doll scheme, as in cliquer [Östergärd, 2001; 2002]. Dual bounds are often obtained by colouring the graph: if there is a $k$-colouring then there is no $k$-clique.

In [Fang et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2017; 2018], a simple generalisation of the graph colour bound to the weighted case is improved using techniques from MaxSAT. In another generalisation proposed in [Babel, 1994], a vertex is coloured using as many distinct colours as its weight. The cardinality of such a multicolouring is an upper bound on the weight of a clique. However the complexity of Babel’s algorithm depends on the number of colours, hence it can be impractical when the weights are large. Tavares proposed an algorithm whose complexity does not depend on the weights [Tavares, 2016]. It iteratively computes an independent set of the graph and colours its vertices with the same set of $k$ colours where $k$ is the smallest of these nodes’ weights.

We propose a novel approach based on constraint programming and on the “Conflict-Driven Clause Learning” (CDCL) algorithm. We use a method similar to Tavares’ to compute a dual bound except that we compute several independent sets at once. On a graph with $n$ vertices and $m$ edges, our method runs in $O(n^3)$ time, irrespective of the weight function. Next, we introduce a pruning rule and a dominance rule both based on this bound and both running in $O(n^2)$. We then show how to compute short clauses to explain this inference in $O(nmw)$.

Experimental results on several standard benchmarks show that this approach is very promising and compares favourably with state-of-the-art methods on many families of instances.

2 Problem Description

Let $G = (V, E)$ be a graph with $V$ a set of vertices and $E$ a set of edges, and let $w$ be a function mapping every $v \in V$ to an integer $w(v)$. For a set $W \subseteq V$, $w(W) = \sum_{v \in W} w(v)$.

We write $N(v) = \{ u \mid (u, v) \in E \}$ for the neighbourhood of $v$ in $G$, $N^+(v) = N(v) \cup \{v\}$, and $N(S) = \cup_{v \in S} N(S)$.

A clique of $G$ is a subset of $V$ such that every pair of vertices share an edge. The Maximum Weighted Clique problem asks for the clique $C$ maximising $w(C)$. An independent set is a subset $I$ of $V$ such that no pair of vertices in $I$ are adjacent. A vertex cover is a subset $V$ of $V$ that contains at least one vertex adjacent to every edge in $E$. If $I$ is a clique of $G$, it is also an independent set of the complement graph $\overline{G} = (V, \{(u, v) \mid u \neq v \land (u, v) \notin E\})$ and $V = V \setminus I$ is a vertex cover of $\overline{G}$. These equivalences preserve optimality. Here, we use the viewpoint of independent set / vertex cover.
3 Overview of the Algorithm

We propose a constraint programming model for the maximum independent set problem. We have one variable $x_v$ per vertex $v$ in the graph. The positive literal $x_v$ stands for "$v \in V$" and its negation $\neg x_v$ stands for "$v \notin V$". The model contains a single constraint $\text{WEIGHTEDIS}$. 

$$\text{WEIGHTEDIS} \ (x_v, G, w, k) \quad (1)$$

The constraint is satisfied by an assignment if $\{ v \mid x_v \text{ is false}\}$ is an independent set of $G$ of weight at least $k$ and is clearly NP-hard. The propagator for this constraint aggregates the methods that we develop in the next sections. Throughout, we make use of the fact that it maintains the current vertex cover $V$ and independent set $I$, as well as the residual graph, which is the subgraph of $G$ induced by $V \setminus (V \cup I)$. When a variable $x_v$ is made true, $v$ is added to the current vertex set $V$, and conversely, when it is made false, it is added to $I$ and $N(v)$ added to $V$. In both cases, the residual graph is updated accordingly.

The constraint $\text{WEIGHTEDIS}$ handles all aspects of the problem: computing a dual bound (section 4), as well as pruning and propagating dominance rules (section 5). It additionally embeds a primal heuristic (section 7) which may compute solutions before the solver reaches a leaf node in its backtracking search. Notice that the reasoning components described below (computation of the dual bound, dominance and pruning) are not idempotent and are called until a fix point is reached in each node.

Our methods are used in the context of the Conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) algorithm [Marques Silva and Sakallah, 1999; Moskewicz et al., 2001], which is an algorithm for the Boolean Satisfiability problem. We assume familiarity with both for reasons of space and refer the interested reader to Mitchel’s primer [Mitchell, 2005] for an in-depth description. The CDCL algorithm usually handles propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form (CNF), i.e., a conjunction of clauses. However, it can be used with formulas which are not in CNF, in particular with arbitrary CSPs [Katsirelos and Bacchus, 2005]. To do this, all constraints have to annotate prunings with clause reasons, or explanations. Moreover, when a constraint becomes unsatisfiable it must again generate an explanation for this. In this setting, the constraints of the problem (in our case $\text{WEIGHTEDIS}$) perform the same task as unit propagation on a potentially exponentially large set of clauses, but do so in polynomial time, and only generate the actual clauses as needed to perform conflict analysis. Hence, in section 6, we describe how we can generate clause explanations for the inference performed by the various components. After the first conflict, the solver will maintain a set of learned clauses and propagation of $\text{WEIGHTEDIS}$ will be interleaved with unit propagation on the learned clauses.

We summarize the propagator for $\text{WEIGHTEDIS}$ in algorithm 1. It gets the original graph $G$, the weight function $w$, the lower (primal) bound $k$ and the current partial assignment $A$ as arguments and returns a clause signifying a conflict or no conflict but potentially pruning some variables. It starts by ensuring that no two neighboring vertices can be in $I$ and then proceeds to use the other components. For simplicity, we show it as recomputing $V$, $I$ and the residual graph each time it is invoked, but this is in fact maintained incrementally during search. $\text{DUALBOUND}$ is algorithm 2, $\text{MCCPROPAGATE}$ is algorithm 3, while $\text{EXPLAINBOUND}$ is algorithm 4. The procedures $\text{PRUNE}_V$ and $\text{PRUNE}_I$ are much simpler and described in the text in section 6. Finally, we describe a dedicated branching heuristic in section 8.

4 Dual Bound

A standard dual bound for the maximum independent set of a graph $G = (V, E)$ relies on a clique cover, i.e., a partition of $V$ into a set of cliques $C$ such that $\bigcup_{C \in C} C = V$. Indeed, at most one vertex of each clique can be in the independent set. This bound can be transposed to the weighted case by considering a clique multicover, that is, a collection of cliques $M$ such that every vertex $v$ belongs to $w(v)$ cliques [Babel, 1994]. Let $I$ be an independent set of $G$. No two vertices in $I$ share a clique, therefore any clique multicover has cardinality at least $\sum_{v \in I} w(v)$. It follows that the cardinality $|M|$ of a clique multicover $M$ is an upper bound of the weight of any independent set of $G$. A clique multicover is a multiset, and we shall use the notation $m(C)$ for the number of copies of element $C$ in the multiset (which shall be evident from the context). Given two multisets $M$ and $M'$, $M \cup M'$ is their union. $\{ C^w \}$ is the multiset containing $w$ copies of $C$.

We propose in algorithm 2 a slight variation over the algorithm introduced in [Tavares, 2016] to compute a clique multicover efficiently, even when the weights are arbitrarily large. The main difference is that instead of considering one clique at a time, we find a complete clique cover $C$ (i.e., a colouring of the complement graph). Doing so reduces the number of iterations and allows us to use a known algorithm.

---

1Viewed from the clique/multicolouring angle in that paper.
Algorithm 2: \( \text{DUALBOUND}(G = (V, E)) \)

\[
M \leftarrow \emptyset; \\
\text{while } V \neq \emptyset \text{ do} \\
\quad C \leftarrow \text{CliqueCover}(G, V); \\
\quad \text{if } |C| = |V| \text{ then return } M \cup \{C^w(C) \mid C \in C\}; \\
\quad \text{foreach } C \in C \mid 1 < |C| \text{ do} \\
\quad \quad \alpha \leftarrow \min_{v \in C} w(v); \\
\quad \quad M \leftarrow M \cup \{C^\alpha\}; \\
\quad \text{foreach } v \in C \text{ do } w(v) \leftarrow w(v) - \alpha; \\
\quad V \leftarrow V \setminus \{v \in V \mid w(v) = 0\}; \\
\text{return } M.
\]

Algorithm 2 starts with the 2-clique cover represented using solid line for the first clique and dashed lines for the second. It then creates 3 copies of each of \( \{a, b, c\} \) and \( \{d, e, f\} \) and considers the residual graph shown in Figure 1b. Next, 6 copies of clique \( \{a, d, f\} \) are created, yielding the residual graph shown in Figure 1c. Then, 1 copy of clique \( \{a, f\} \) is created, yielding isolated vertices hence 3 copies of \( \{f\} \) and 2 copies of \( \{b\} \), for a total cardinality of 18.

5 Pruning and Dominance

We perform pruning based on Babel’s rule [Babel, 1994]. Consider a clique multicover \( M \) and a vertex \( v \). If we place \( v \) in the independent set \( I \), we must place \( N(v) \) in the vertex cover \( V \). The residual graph \( G' \) will then be the vertices \( V \setminus N^+(v) \). The set \( M' = \{C \setminus N^+(v) \mid C \in M \land C \setminus N^+(v) \neq \emptyset\} \) is a clique multicover of \( G' \). Therefore, if \( w(v) + |M'| < \min \) is smaller than the current primal bound, it means that \( v \) must be placed in \( V \). The difference between the original dual bound and the bound subject to \( v \) being in the independent set is \( |M| - w(v) - |M'| \).

By construction, \( M' \) cannot contain any clique including \( v \), as they become empty in \( G' \), hence \( |M'| \leq |M| - w(v) \).

Example 2. Consider in Figure 1 vertex \( d \) and the clique multicover computed by algorithm 2 (figures 1(a) - 1(c)). Its neighbourhood is \( \{a, f, e\} \), which contains 1 copy of \( \{a, f\} \) and 3 copies of \( \{f\} \), for a total of 4 cliques. Subtracted from the upper bound of 18, this means that no independent set with \( d \) can have weight larger than 14.

This pruning rule is stronger than the rule proposed for use in preprocessing in [Jiang et al., 2017], which is the weighted version of the Buss rule. In terms of the vertex cover, it says that if \( lb \geq w(V) - w(N(v)) \), then we can put \( v \) in the vertex cover \( V \). This is subsumed by pruning based on Babel’s rule.

Figure 1: Computing clique multicover.
Proposition 2. The Buss rule is subsumed by Babel’s rule

Proof. The Buss rule implies \( lb \geq w(v) + w(V \setminus N^+(v)) \). However, since \( M' \) is a clique multicover of \( V \setminus N^+(v) \) we have \( |M'| \leq w(V \setminus N^+(v)) \). By substituting the latter inequality into the former, \( lb \geq w(v) + |M'| \) (the definition of Babel’s rule).

Dual reasoning yields the following novel dominance rule:

Proposition 3. If the following relation holds:

\[
\sum_{C \in \mathcal{M} \cap (V \setminus N(v))} m(C) \leq w(v) \tag{3}
\]

then \( v \) belongs to a maximum weight independent set of \( G \).

Proof. Consider a maximum weight independent set \( I \) that does not contain \( v \) and let \( I' \) be the independent set obtained by adding \( v \) to, and removing all its neighbours from, \( I \):

\[ I' = I \setminus N(v) \cup \{v\} \]

We have \( w(I) - w(I') = w(I \cap N(v)) - w(v) \). We prove \( w(I') \geq w(I) \) which means \( w(I \cap N(v)) \leq w(v) \). By way of contradiction, suppose \( w(I \cap N(v)) > w(v) \). By Babel’s reasoning, since \( I \cap N(v) \) is an independent set, any clique multicover of \( N(v) \) has cardinality at least \( w(I \cap N(v)) \) and therefore strictly higher than \( w(v) \). However, if equation 3 holds, then there exists a multicover of the neighbourhood of \( v \) whose cardinality is less than or equal to \( w(v) \), a contradiction to our assumption. Therefore, we have \( w(I') \geq w(I) \) and \( I' \) is also a maximum weight independent set.

Example 3. Consider again the graph of Figure 1a. The clique multicover shown in figures 1a, 1b and 1c contains 18 cliques. However, there are 5 cliques (2 copies of \( \{b\} \) and 3 copies of \( \{f\} \)) that do not overlap with \( N(f) \). Therefore there are 13 cliques in \( \mathcal{M} \) overlapping with \( N(f) \).

Since \( w(f) = 13 \), we can move \( f \) into the independent set, hence all other vertices but \( b \) and \( c \) into the vertex cover. Another iteration of the dominance rule gives the optimal solution in this case: \( V = \{a, c, d, e\} \) and \( I = \{b, f\} \).

Algorithm 3 returns, for a graph \( G = (V, E) \) and clique multicover \( \mathcal{M} \), the set of vertices pruned and the set of vertices pruned with respect to \( \mathcal{M} \). It checks if equations 2 and 3 hold for all vertices in \( O(|V|^3) \). Indeed, the weight of at least one vertex becomes null in each new clique added to \( \mathcal{M} \), hence the number of distinct cliques is in \( \mathcal{O}(|V|) \). Moreover, checking if \( v \) has a neighbour in \( C \) (line 1) and if \( C \) is contained in \( N(v) \) (line 2) are in \( \mathcal{O}(1) \) because we can reuse the neighbourhood (resp. potential vertices) of each clique computed in algorithm 2.

6 Explanation

We show here how to concisely explain a failure triggered by the dual bound. Let \( k \) be the weight of the maximum independent set of \( G = (V, E) \) found so far and \( I, V \) be the current independent set and vertex cover, and \( \mathcal{M} \) a clique multicover of the residual graph. A failure is triggered if

\[ ub = w(I) + |M| \leq k \tag{4} \]

The method we propose starts from the trivial explanation clause that excludes any one decision or deduction, that is: \( \bigvee_{v \in V} x_v \lor \bigvee_{v \in V} \neg x_v \), and minimises it by removing literals that are not necessary. Note that the explanation need only justify that a subset of literals in the current partial assignment is enough to yield a residual graph verifying inequality 4. Since the residual graph has no edges that are not present in the original graph, the clauses do not have to justify the existence of all the cliques in the clique multicover. The key idea that we exploit is that if we can move a vertex \( v \) from \( V \) to \( \mathcal{M} \) in such a way that inequality 4 still holds, then we can remove the literal \( x_v \) from the explanation clause.

Example 4. Consider again the recurring example, and suppose that this is the residual graph obtained after two decisions: adding the vertices \( h \) and \( g \) to the vertex cover \( V \) as shown in Figure 2. Moreover, suppose that we already discovered an independent set of weight 20, the primal bound. Since the dual bound is 0 + |\( M \)| = 18 this is a failure and the trivial explanation clause is \( x_h \lor x_g \).

However, \( w(g) = 6 \) can be distributed over \( \{b\}, \{f\} \) and \( \{a, f\} \), as shown in Figure 2b, to obtain a smaller vertex cover with same primal-dual gap. Therefore, we can deduce the unit literal \( x_h \). Observe that if the primal bound had been 23, we could have created 5 copies of the singleton clique \( \{h\} \), hence proving that 23 is the optimal solution by deriving the empty clause.

Moreover, we make the simple observation that for any vertex \( v \in I \), we can either remove the literal \( x_v \) from the clause, or exclude every literal \( x_u \) such that \( u \in N(v) \). Indeed, \( x_v \) and the the constraint WEIGHTEDIS directly imply \( x_u \) for any \( u \in N(v) \). In the other direction, if \( \bigwedge_{u \in N(v)} x_u \) is true,
Algorithm 4: EXPLAINBOUND(G, w, A, M, L)

A ← stack of all decisions and deductions;
R ← ∅;
Γ ← ∅;
while A ≠ ∅ do
  pop p from A;
  if p is a neighborhood literal then Γ ← Γ ∪ {p};
  else if p is positive then
    c ← ARGINAL(v(p), M, G, w);
    if c + |M| > L then R ← R ∪ {p};
    else INSERT(v(l), M, G, w);
  else if ∑_{u∈C∈M⊆N(v)} m(C) ≤ L then
    while Γ ≠ ∅ do
      pick u of minimum c = ARGINAL(u, M, G, w) and remove it from Γ;
      if c + |M| ≤ L then R ← R ∪ p;
      else INSERT(u, M, G, w);
    end
    else R ← R ∪ {p};
  end
  Γ ← ∅;
return R;

Function MARGINAL(v, M, G, w)
return max(0, w(v) − ∑_{C∈M⊆N(v)} m(C));

Function INSERT(v, M, G, w)
foreach C ∈ M | C ⊆ N(v) do C ← C ∪ {v};

then every neighbor u of v must be in I. Therefore, we can move v from I to U, which decreases w(I) by w(v) and adds w(v) copies of the clique {v} to M, hence leaving the value of w = w(I) + |M| unchanged. It is unsafe, however, to remove both v and x_v if u ∈ N(v), since in this case w(I) decreases by w(v), but both u and v can be moved to M and therefore its cardinality might increase by more than w(v).

Algorithm 4 is given the current assignment A, the clique multcover M, and the slack L = |b − w(I)| on the cardinality of M with respect to 4. Moreover, we suppose that we can check if p ∈ A is a neighborhood literal, that is, a direct consequence x_v of π_v in I. It explores every literal (deductions and decision alike) in reverse chronological order. When the literal p is positive but not a neighborhood literal (line 2), we check the marginal cost on the bound to move the corresponding vertex v(p) to the multicover (function MARGINAL). If it would invalidate equation 4, then p is added to the explanation R, otherwise it is inserted into M (function INSERT). When p is a neighborhood literal (line 1), then observe that it is so because of the next negative literal to be explored. We store such literals in a set Γ. Finally, when the literal p is negative we compute a marginal cost of inserting those of its neighbors that are not implied by an earlier decision, that is, the vertices in Γ. This cost is “optimistic” because for efficiency reasons we do not actually do any insertion in function MARGINAL, and therefore non-edges between vertices in Γ are not taken into account. If even this optimistic cost is too high, then we insert p into the explanation R, otherwise we try to insert as many of the corresponding vertices into M as possible, and the rest of the literals into the explanation.

For every clique in the multicover, we use a bitset to hold all the vertices that can possibly be inserted into that clique. Checking that the neighborhood of a vertex v includes a clique therefore costs O(1). However, this set must be updated after each insertion by intersecting it with N(v) hence every actual insertion of a vertex into a clique costs one bit-set operation, i.e., O(|V|). Function MARGINAL is called O(|V|) times and costs O(|V|) since it does not update any clique. Moreover, recall that every clique contains a vertex that appears in no other clique, and that vertex must be adjacent to v for it to be inserted in the clique. Therefore, v can be inserted in at most O(|N(v)|) cliques. The overall number of insertions made by function INSERT is thus O(|E|). EXPLAINBOUND therefore requires O(|E|) bitset operations hence its overall complexity is in O(|E||V|).

We can use the same method to explain bound-based pruning. To explain the literal v ∈ V, we can consider the clique multcover M’ described in section 5 in the graph induced by V \ {v} and then explain the obtained lower bound. In practice, however, we found this method too expensive to apply for each pruning, hence we use the simpler PRUNEL procedure, which only greedily removes vertices from the explanation as long as removing them from the dual bound computed for v is not worse than the primal bound.

Similarly, we use a naive explanation for the dominance rule: to explain that v is dominated, we use the set of assignments of its neighbors in the original graph that do not belong to the residual graph. This is done by the PRUNEX procedure.

7 Primal Heuristic

We can often use information from the dual bound computation to find new solutions. We first note that the heuristic CLIQUECOVER in Algorithm 2 has the property that in any clique cover that it produces, no two cliques may be merged to form a larger clique. Therefore, two vertices assigned to singleton cliques cannot be neighbours.

Based on this observation, let I be the current independent set and I^M the set of vertices assigned to singleton cliques in M. Then I ∪ I^M is also an independent set. If there exists a vertex v ∈ V \ (I ∪ I^M) such that v \ N(I^M), then I ∪ I^M ∪ {v} is also an independent set. We pick one such vertex arbitrarily and iterate until we reach a fix point which we store if its cost is better than the current primal bound.

In the case of clique multicovers, each iteration of the algorithm that we described in section 4 can be used to generate and then greedily improve an independent set.

Example 5. Consider again Figure 1 and the 3 clique covers computed in figures 1(a) – 1(c). The first clique cover \{a, b, c\}, \{d, e, f\} contains no singleton cliques, hence we start with I = ∅. We greedily add vertex a from the first clique and vertex e from the second, to get an independent set of weight 13 and a corresponding clique cover \{b, c, d, f\} of weight 30. The second contains the singleton clique \{b\}. We greedily add f from the clique \{b\}, to get an independent set of weight 18 and a vertex cover \{a, c, d, e\} of weight
25. Since that matches the dual bound computed, this solution is optimal. The third clique cover yields the same solution.

8 Search Heuristic

As was observed in [McCreesh and Prosser, 2014], given a clique cover $C$, since for every clique $C \subseteq C$ at most one vertex in $C$ can be in the independent set, $C$ can be seen as the domain of a variable that we can branch on. The well known heuristic that choses a vertex in the last clique in $C$ can therefore be seen as similar to the minimum domain heuristic since for usual greedy procedures the last clique tends to be the smallest. Moreover, using the maximum degree of a vertex, or the maximum weight of a vertex are also natural criteria.

We found the following criterion to be the best: we branch first on the vertex $v$ whose clique $C(v)$ in the first “layer” of the clique multicovery is such that $|C(v)|/w(v)$ is minimum and put it the $I$ by setting $x_v$. Moreover, we observed that VSIDS [Moskewicz et al., 2001] is efficient for finding good solutions quickly, although the criterion above tends to be best in the long run. Therefore, all the results that we report for our method in section 9 were obtained using VSIDS for up to 50000 nodes, and then switching to branching on $v$ minimising $|C(v)|/w(v)$.

9 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented our approach in C++, denoted cdcl, on top of the MINICSP solver\textsuperscript{3}. We compared it with the solvers mwclq [Fang et al., 2016], wlmc [Jiang et al., 2017], cliquer [Östergård, 2001], OTClique [Shimizu et al., 2017] and an implementation of Tavares’ method by the authors of [McCreesh et al., 2017]. We used the benchmarks introduced in [McCreesh et al., 2017] divided in four classes:

**cdcl** Winner Determination Problem, where the graph represents the compatibility of item sets, weights represent bids, and the maximum clique stands for the solution of maximum profit for the auctioneer [Lau and Goh, 2002];

**REF** Research Excellence Network, where the clique stands for the optimal set of publications that a university department can provide to the authority assessing it (generated by [McCreesh et al., 2017]);

**EC-CODE** Error-correcting Codes, where the clique stands for a set of words maximally pair-wise distant (instances due to [Östergård, 1999], reconstructed by [McCreesh et al., 2017]);

**KIDNEY** Kidney Exchange, where the clique stands for a maximally desirable set of donor/patient exchanges. The instances were generated by [McCreesh et al., 2017] using data from [Dickerson et al., 2012] and a weighting scheme from [Manlove and O’mailey, 2015].

Moreover, we also provide results on the classic DIMACS and BHOSLIB benchmarks. Since those graphs are not weighted, we used the weight function $w(v) = (v \mod 200) + 1$ with vertices numbered from 1 to $n$, a standard practice in evaluating maximum weighted clique algorithms, attributed to Pullan [Pullan, 2008]. The number of instances in each class is shown in the 2nd column of Table 1 (omitting 6 trivial or empty KIDNEY instances). For DIMACS, we use two copies of each instance to get a total of 160 instances instead of the 80 in that set. The second copy of each instance is randomly shuffled so as to avoid reveal any bias in the algorithms. These shuffled instances were generated by [McCreesh et al., 2017].

Every method was run with a time limit of 1h and a memory limit of 3.5GB\textsuperscript{3} on a cluster with 4 nodes, each with 35 Intel Xeon E5-2695 2.10GHz cores running Ubuntu Linux 16.04.4.

For each class of benchmarks, we compute the geometric mean of the objective, that is, the maximum weight of the clique found. Moreover, we compute the mean normalised gap to the best solution. On an instance where the best solution found by the best (resp. worst) method has weight $u$ (resp. $l$), the normalised gap $g(w)$ of a clique of weight $w$ is:

$$g(w) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } u = l \\ (u - w)/(u - l) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

A mean normalised gap of 0 (resp. 1) therefore indicates that the method systematically finds the solution with best (resp. worst) objective value. The geometric average is quite robust to outliers, in particular more so than the arithmetic average. The normalised gap to the best solution is even more so, allowing to aggregate extremely heterogeneous results. We show in Figure 3 the evolution of the normalised gap over time for the whole data set. We can see that other solvers initially find good solutions faster (the figure is truncated). However, the quality of the solutions found by cdcl increases much more rapidly and after less than one second it is already better than all methods except mwclq and wlmc. Moreover, both reach a plateau earlier and cdcl is the best overall.

\textsuperscript{3}Sources available at: https://bitbucket.org/gkatsi/minicsp

\textsuperscript{3}Only mwclq exceeded the memory limit, on 7 instances.
We report the results for each class of instances in Table 1 where, for each class and each metric, we highlight the best method. Although no method strictly dominates the other on the whole data set, cdcl finds the best solutions on 4 out of the 5 classes of instances. On DIMACS and BHOSLIB, it finds the best solutions in average, however the normalised gap is not null, indicating that other methods (mainly mwclq) are able to find better solutions in some cases.

On WDP, cdcl is the second worst method. Interestingly, it appears that clause learning does not help and even hinders the performance on these instances (see Table 2). This is not clear whether this is simply due to the time overhead of learning, which can be significant, or if the clauses we learn are somehow counterproductive in this context.

On EC-CODE, cdcl finds the same best solutions as wlmc, cliquer and OTClique. However, it explores about as large a search tree as wlmc, while requiring 15 times more CPU time per node. The search trees explored by cliquer and OTCLique are orders of magnitude larger, but they explore about 500 times more nodes per second. As a result, these three methods solve every EC-CODE instance to optimality while cdcl proves only 2/3 of the instances.
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